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Do you want to play Shadow Zapdos? You don't have to use the swap in the Shadow Zapdos team, but if you don't have any for
the server, you can just get it for a free premium battle. To do that, click "Premier" then select the "Choose" option. @Blaze
Yeah, in some cases it's a really bad matchup. The most extreme example would be Zapdos versus Skarmory. I don't see why
there should be such a good matchup, Zapdos still outspeeds Skarmory. Even with a Skarmory user, I'd prefer my Zappy to
focus a lot on giving me nice attacks instead of just ubers. Skarmory still beats it easily anyway, so I'd say it's a terrible matchup.
But I'm not sure how to judge the importance of this matchup in the meta. On paper, it might seem like a good matchup, but
there are so many other important checks and counters to Zappy that it's hard to say if it's a good one. In terms of the actual
game I think it's definitely a solid matchup. The whole speed tier is hugely important for the meta (and more) and Zapdos has a
very good speed tier. Actually it's even better than the tier. With all the sets that have a base 80, its has the same HP as the next
fastest tier with a base 95 (and a bit more with most of them). This is why having it can be a dangerous beast in the meta. To
make this even worse, its base 105 SpA is the same as the next slowest pokemon, even with the fastest stat boost of the meta,
Blissey, (and with the set with the least defensive presence of the meta, Sash Forme, as a special case). And Zapdos is super
good at the whole attack stat boost thing. They are good at it so much that Zapdos even beats almost all of the faster stat boosts
with its base 85 Attack. So I think the fact that it's fast, and it has a decent speed tier, and the fact that it can do all those boosts
are what makes it very dangerous in the meta. It is fast enough to run rampant and is good enough at just running rampant. I
don't see why its a bad matchup. The only bad part about the matchup is that there is no special check for Zapdos. And that's
what makes it more 82157476af
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